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Summary

Objectives: To present the importance of Evidence-based Health Informatics (EBHI) and the ethical imperative of this approach; to highlight the work of the IMIA Working Group on Technology Assessment and Quality Improvement and the EFMI Working Group on Assessment of Health Information Systems; and to introduce the further important evaluation and evidence aspects being addressed.

Methods: Reviews of IMIA, EFMI and other initiatives, together with literature reviews on evaluation methods and on published systematic reviews.

Results: Presentation of the rationale for the health informatics domain to adopt a scientific approach by assessing impact, avoiding harm, and empirically demonstrating benefit and best use; reporting of the origins and rationale of the IMIA- and EQUATOR-endorsed Statement on Reporting of Evaluation Studies in Health Informatics (STARE-HI) and of the IMIA-WG’s Guideline for Good Evaluation Practice in Health Informatics (GEP-HI); presentation of other initiatives for objective evaluation; and outlining of further work in hand on usability and indicators, together with the scope for development of relevant evaluation methods in newer applications such as telemedicine. The focus is on scientific evaluation as a reliable source of evidence, and on structured presentation of results to enable easy retrieval of evidence.

Conclusions: EBHI is feasible, necessary for efficiency and safety, and ethically essential. Given the significant impact of health informatics on health systems, care delivery and personal health, it is vital that cultures change to insist on evidence-based policies and investment, and that emergent global moves for this are supported.
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1 Introduction

This paper outlines the role of Evidence-based Health Informatics, and sums up the current state of the art and techniques, particularly the crucial aspect of generating reliable scientific evidence through systematic evaluation. Evidence-based Health Informatics (EBHI) is the theme of this IMIA Yearbook for 2013. The term EBHI has belatedly emerged only in the last few years. However, the vision and ethical drive, and in turn the activities that commenced the development of the evidence base, and of the guidelines, methodologies, and repositories of evaluation and its resultant evidence, have a longer history dating back to the late 1980s. In later years, the establishment of the International Medical Informatics Association (IMIA) Working Group on Technology Assessment and Quality Improvement and the European Federation of Medical Informatics (EFMI) Working Group on Assessment of Health Information Systems (subsequently referred to as the IMIA and EFMI WGs) on this topic has created platforms that enable the further development of those activities.

Only recently has EBHI been firmly put on the international agenda in the form of the anticipated global collaboration between IMIA and the World Health Organisation (WHO) on this crucial principle [1]. Overall these steps mark an overdue recognition of the importance of emphasising a scientific, evidence-based, and ethically responsible approach to health informatics. They also place it firmly alongside all other health sciences in approach and responsibilities.

1.1 The Goals of Evidence-based Health Informatics

The core goals of Evidence-based Health Informatics (EBHI) are to ensure that policies and implementations are based on evidence (as opposed to the currently prevalent combination of aspiration and marketing promises); and to avoid iatrogenic or institutional damage caused by adverse selection or implementation of health informatics applications. Achievement of this requires the development and use of scientific approaches to obtaining the evidence. As indicated below a number of advocates have been pursuing this vision, which has then been facilitated by concerted action by the IMIA and EFMI Working Groups covering this responsibility.

It is right and proper that the health informatics community should lead this move to an evidence-based approach, and promote responsible and reasoned solutions. No longer is there a need to show that health informatics applications can be beneficial to health care delivery and to patients, but there is an overdue need to show how these can be optimised, to recognise that on occasions...
harm can be done, and thus to develop both the scientific culture and the methods to facilitate a scientific, evidence-based, and societally responsible position.

As has been stated previously, this links to an ethical responsibility to bring health informatics into the same scientific culture and rigour as other scientific applications in health [2]. One of the four core principles of health ethics is that of *non nocere* – not to harm [3], and no health informatics system can be seen to fulfil this principle unless it has been evaluated in practice, and in its current version. Furthermore, the Precautionary Principle would suggest that unless an application has been proven to be beneficial, or at very least not harmful, it should not be put into general use, and this principle for example underpins many European Commission policies [4,5]. By contrast, some health informatics systems have been proved in retrospect to be harmful [6,7], but this has been proven only after damage has been done. Few applications are rigorously tested as meeting the Precautionary Principle, yet there is still an enduring reluctance to take an evidence-based approach to the degree that would be expected in any other new health intervention. Moreover, many of the evaluations performed have been summative studies, assessing the effect or outcome of the evaluation object at a certain point of time after implementation. In most cases, formative evaluation would be more beneficial, to evaluate throughout the system’s developmental lifecycle and thus provide information for improving the system during development and early use.

Not only is an evidence-based approach needed in health informatics in order to comply with health ethical principles, but also to ensure an ethical commercial approach. Though business ethics is gaining recognition elsewhere, with its own dedicated journal and institute [8,9], these are seldom talked of in the health informatics sector. But ethics permeates other areas of healthcare, and it is difficult to accept that health informatics should be exempted. Health informatics systems and individual applications by definition affect patients’ lives and health professionals’ livelihoods, and so the supplying vendors need to apply an evidence-based approach, and eschew the marketing of promises, vapour ware, and the assertion that things will work in the end [2,10].

The latest revision of the EU Medical Device Directive (MDD) [11] that came into effect in early 2011 considers software for – among other purposes - the diagnosis, treatment, monitoring or alleviation of diseases and injuries as a medical device. Although there is still discussion on what Health Informatics applications are governed by this regulation, this change indicates that regulatory bodies have started to identify the need to require some proof of the safety of such applications before they can effectively be marketed in Europe. Meanwhile, in the United States, the Federal Drug Administration (FDA) is working with the U.S. Office of the National Coordinator for Health Information Technology to develop a Health IT Regulatory Framework, by means of the Food and Drug Administration Safety Innovation Act (FDASIA) of 2012.

Evidence-based Health Informatics should become pervasive in the thinking throughout the academic, application, policy and vendor communities within health informatics. The balance of this paper will give an overview of the principles, and the progress to date in its development in practice.

### 1.2 History and Definition of Term EBHI

The first published use of the term *evidence-based health informatics* was in the mid-1990s, in the setting of McMaster University, from where the initial Evidence-Based Medicine Working Group was supported, to describe information services that support evidence-based medicine [12]. The first cited absorption of this concept into the health informatics domain came at Medinfo in 2001, with recognition that “information systems are no different from any other health systems, in needing to be evidence-based, and specified and implemented based on best evidence-based information” [13].

Impetus to promote and implement evidence-based health informatics as a principle and a goal came in 2003, when it was developed and taken forward through an Exploratory Workshop on *New Approaches to the Systematic Evaluation of Health Information Systems*, organized by the University for Health Sciences, Medical Informatics and Technology (UMIT) in Innsbruck, Austria, and funded by the European Science Foundation. One output from this event was the Declaration of Innsbruck, which also represented the start of activities of the IMIA and EFMI WGs [14]. The lead Recommendation of this Declaration, further discussed below, was that “Evaluation should be seen as an ethical imperative”, and it included the statement that evaluation studies are needed to “support reflective practice in health informatics in general, enabling the emergence of an evidence-based health informatics profession” [14]. In 2006, the IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics was devoted to the topic “Assessing Information Technologies for Health”, and the term evidence-based health informatics was used in this context [15].

To the best of our knowledge, the first published definition of EBHI stems from 2010, suggesting that EBHI comprises the “conscientious, explicit and judicious use of current best evidence when making decisions about the introduction and operation of IT in a given health care setting” [16]; this definition follows closely from the definition of Evidence-Based Medicine (EBM) [17]. While EBM aims at integrating individual clinical expertise with the best available external clinical evidence that comes from systematic medical research, EBHI aims at integrating individual IT expertise with best available external evidence that comes from systematic health informatics research [16]. In the same year, two chapters on Evidence-Based Health Informatics appeared in a Health Informatics textbook [18,19].

Also in 2010, IMIA included the term evidence-based health informatics in their recommendations on Education in Biomedical and Health Informatics [20], appreciating the need to teach basics of health IT evaluation and EBHI in health informatics curricula.

Thus the term Evidence-Based Health Informatics is now well over 10 years old, having been introduced in the context of evidence-based medicine. It became the focus of concerted effort in 2003, and has been refined in the context of evidence...
generation through evaluation by the IMIA and EFMI WGs. Since then it has been increasingly adopted in the health informatics community as a highly desirable principle, as its selection as the theme of this 2013 IMIA Yearbook of Medical Informatics a decade later demonstrates.

1.3 Recommendations on Evidence-based Health Informatics

A pivotal step in EBHI development arose from the aforementioned Declaration of Innsbruck in 2003, which in its twelve Recommendations included five methodological actions that form the practical basis of an evidence-based approach in health informatics [14]. These five methodological actions have been followed up by the IMIA and EFMI WGs and their international communities, namely:

- **Guidelines for good evaluation practice should be made available**: For EBHI, high-quality studies are needed. Recommendations can help here to establish a good evaluation practice. In the meantime, such guidelines are available as described in section 3.1.

- **Terms, concepts and guidelines for reporting on results of ICT assessment studies should be made available**: Complete and accurate publications of health IT evaluation studies are needed to establish a basis for EBHI. In the meantime, such guidelines are available - see section 3.2.

- **“Evaluation networks should be established”: Workshops and other activities at Medinfo and MIE conferences have been a first start, now being furthered by planned liaison between the relevant IMIA, EFMI, and AMIA groups. The EFMI-linked web site and mailing list at http://iig.umit.at/efmi/ is another contribution.

- **“Appreciation of methods of evaluation should be part of health informatics curricula”: As stated before, in the meantime, health IT evaluation and EBHI are part of the IMIA recommendations of health informatics education [20] see section 3.3.

- **“An open access repository about evaluation studies should be established”: Such a repository should contain information on planned, active and finalized evaluation studies. In the meantime, a repository of published health IT evaluation studies is available (see section 3.4).

Thus from the Innsbruck meeting and its resultant Declaration there was prioritised the need for well-designed and published evaluation studies, with the necessary methodology promoted by evaluation centres and evaluation networks and included in health IT curricula. In the decade since 2003, several significant activities and results have been achieved, to make possible obtaining the right information to make “a conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence in making the decision of introducing and using IT in any given health care setting” [16].

These key outcomes are:

- **Statement of Reporting Evaluations of Health Informatics Systems (STARE-HI)**, endorsed by the EFMI Board, adopted by the IMIA Council as an official IMIA document, and listed on the EQUATOR consortium website [21,22].

- **Guideline for Good Evaluation Practice for Health Informatics Systems (GEP-HI)** published to aid design and execution of evaluation studies and thus production of robust evidence [23].

- **An abridged variant of STARE-HI for conference papers** [24].

- **A repository of over 1,700 references to published evaluation studies and reviews, located at http://evaldb.umit.at [25,26]**.

- **Ongoing action plans to address emergent special application areas such as telemedicine** [27].

The main sections of this paper will report on key methodological developments and frameworks in health informatics evaluation as the means of generating scientific evidence. Broadly speaking, these are seen as having the same value and significance as protocols and reporting standards used in clinical trials, and the analogy is important as health informatics systems directly or indirectly impact on clinical care delivery and therefore patients’ well-being, and thus should aspire to the same levels of evidence robustness.

2 Methods

The authors are to a large degree the initiators and coordinators of most of the IMIA and EFMI initiatives in evaluation in the last decade, and are active in liaison with initiatives on a wider scale. To create an overview on current progress towards recognising and enabling EBHI, we first analysed the results of the individual but mainly joint work of the last 10 years of the IMIA and EFMI WGs, which has largely been published on http://iig.umit.at/efmi. In addition, other international activities, especially on other health IT evaluation guidelines, were selected based on their prominence and then analysed.

Second, in order to give an inclusive view, we drew on Melia’s review of the evaluation frameworks that currently exist in the field of health IT [28]. This work deduced from the cited papers a set of key generic evaluation principles in health informatics covering not just the EFMI and IMIA work but also other contributions to the literature. This forms the basis of section 4.

Third, to identify the extent and nature of systematic reviews and meta-analyses on health IT evaluation, a systematic search was undertaken within the PubMed database of peer reviewed publications on 18th September 2012. The search details are presented in section 5 together with the results.

3 Methodological Actions from the EFMI and IMIA Evaluation WGs

3.1 Guidelines for Good Evaluation Practice

The Good Evaluation Practice guideline for Health Informatics (GEP-HI) was developed to support evaluators, health care professionals, decision makers and other health IT stakeholders in a systematic approach to design and execution of evaluation studies [23]. The guideline identifies some sixty essential issues that need to be considered during different phases of an evaluation study. The issues identified are related to evaluation study phases: preliminary outline,
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The preliminary planning phase is the strategic phase which focuses on the purpose of the planned study and on the first ideas on why, for whom and how the evaluation study should take place. Examples of issues to be covered in this phase are: evaluation questions, identification of study stakeholders, organizational and user contexts for the study and explorative activities to establish the feasibility and relevance of the study. In the study design phase, a detailed evaluation study project plan is developed. Issues to be defined include key evaluation questions, indicators, stakeholder analysis, outline of study methods, organizational and technical contexts for the study, participants and timelines of the evaluation project and risk analysis and quality management. The operationalization of the methods phase makes the methodological approach and methods concrete and compliant with the evaluation object, the organizational context and the information need. Specifically this phase covers issues like definition of the study type, the frame of reference and outcome measures and evaluation criteria and quality control on measurement data. The project planning phase focuses on developing an evaluation project plan and procedures for project management, risk assessment and quality control. The execution of the evaluation study is a phase when the planned study is accomplished, data are collected and observations interpreted. During this phase, continuous quality control of findings and observation of changes needs to be implemented. The final phase, completion of the evaluation study, focuses on reporting of the study following the STARE-HI statement on reporting [21], on accounting and archiving the evaluation study materials and results and on formal closure of the study.

The GEP-HI guideline was developed during the period 2004-2011 through a consensus-seeking process within the community of health informatics evaluation experts, following on from the Innsbruck workshop. The guideline development started with utilization of existing knowledge, experience and literature on evaluation, guidelines development, methodologies, codes of ethics and good implementation practices. An initial list of important elements was drafted and at regular intervals the draft guideline was presented, or submitted for discussion and feedback, to an increasing list of evaluation experts through EFMI’s Working Group EVAL-mailing list. The draft versions of the guideline were also presented in workshops during several European and Medinfo health informatics conferences between 2005 and 2010. During these workshops feedback was collected and a progressively revised version was developed by the core team in consensus discussions and working sessions.

The strength of the GEP-HI guideline is that it forces evaluators to go through a checklist of relevant issues while planning and executing a health informatics evaluation study. The GEP-HI guideline has been introduced in the IMIA Yearbook 2012 and applied already in many papers and publications, such as [29,30,31,32,33]. The systematic approach of GEP-HI will contribute to a scientific approach on evaluation and further to evidence-based health informatics.

3.2 Standards for Reporting of Evaluation Studies

During the Innsbruck workshop it was recognized that though performing more rigorous evaluation studies is essential, on its own it is not sufficient for building the necessary evidence base for Health Informatics: rigorous scientific reporting of the research design and findings is required. In the late 1990s and early years of the 21st century, guidelines appeared for reporting of several kinds of medical studies. The principle underlying these guidelines was the proper reporting of particular kinds of studies like clinical trials (the CONSORT Statement) [34], Diagnostic Accuracy Studies (STARD) [35], and Systematic Reviews (QUORUM) [36]. It was seen as essential, if health informatics was to take its responsible and rightful place as a health science, that evaluation studies in the domain of Health Informatics should follow the style and rigour of reporting guidelines generally accepted in the medical field, but that some additional information should be made available as well to be able to fully appreciate the findings. Installing health informatics technology (HIT) in a clinical environment is not only a technical endeavour; it is a change process that also has an impact on work processes and could be accompanied by organizational changes as well. These aspects are factors that will have an impact on the outcome of any study.

On this basis the Statement on Reporting of Evaluation Studies in Health Informatics (STARE-HI) [21] was produced, and it has become a generally applicable guideline that addresses the issues to be addressed in a report of an evaluation study of health informatics. STARE-HI was drafted by a core team, and successive drafts have been presented in workshops at various Medinfo and EFMI conferences to elicit feedback and suggestions for improvement. Comments have also been asked for through the mailing list of the EFMI working group on Evaluation – as this is a list with participants not only from Europe but also from the Americas and the Asian-Pacific region, this ensures a global input. The first formal version of STARE-HI as published in 2009 [21], and this version has been endorsed as indicated earlier in section 1.3.

STARE-HI consists of fourteen distinct sections on which guidance is given. It follows other guidelines by suggesting the use of structured abstracts, a policy that is currently also followed by the major Medical Informatics Journals - a small study was able to demonstrate that structured abstracts do indeed provide more information about the study than unstructured abstracts [37].

STARE-HI advocates an extensive description of the study site: type of hospital, extent of usage of the HIT application (for instance, only a few (specified) departments, or widespread), the timing of study with respect to implementation of the application in clinical use, any special measures taken prior to, during or after the implementation, the prospective users of the application, and a range of other factors. STARE-HI also addresses the topic of biases. It encourages the authors to report any biases that might affect the outcome of the study, and the approach taken to deal with them. For the results section, STARE-HI indicates the importance not merely of presenting the results, but also of reporting any unexpected events that may have influenced the findings,
as well as unanticipated observations such as a usage that is different from the intended use of the application. Recognising the importance of conference presentations, but with their space constraint, a further piece of work has been to suggest how to prioritise the selection of STARE-HI reporting items in short papers [38].

Although there are some general guidelines for writing the discussion section of a study, many papers in Health Informatics are often weak in this area. Main findings are frequently not properly discussed, biases are not addressed, methodological issues are seldom discussed and if they are discussed it is often only the strong points that are addressed. Furthermore, limitations of a study are not always properly discussed. For this reason, STARE-HI also gives explicit guidance for the discussion section, addressing these kinds of shortcomings.

A further serious concern with respect to evaluation studies of HIT applications is the potential bias that is introduced when the study is performed by those that developed or implemented the application in the clinical environment. There is also a risk of ‘socially acceptable answers’, in particular a bias created by seeking to avoid causing embarrassment to those who sponsored the implementation policy or those who were the clinical users. Although there may not be a financial conflict of interest, there is certainly a conflict of interest between the role of evaluator who wants to undertake as objective a study as possible and the role of developer who wants to see its system being appreciated, or between those who promoted a system and those who have to make it work. STARE-HI suggests that full disclosure in these respects is given.

In addition, to learn about health IT evaluation, several textbooks are available, for example:

The IMIA Recommendations on Education in Biomedical and Health Informatics [20] recognise the need to teach basics of health IT evaluation and EBHI both for IT users and for health informatics specialists. In particular, these recommendations include the following learning outcomes directly related to evaluation [20, table 2]:
- “1.19 Evaluation and assessment of information systems, including study design, selection and triangulation of (quantitative and qualitative) methods, outcome and impact evaluation, economic evaluation, unintended consequences, systematic reviews and meta-analysis, evidence-based health informatics”
- “3.14 Usability engineering, human-computer interaction, usability evaluation, cognitive aspects of information processing” (see section 3.6)

Education in evaluation is vital for users, health informaticians, and health managers and policy makers involved in any aspect, if Evidence-based Health Informatics is to be appreciated and indeed recognised as a necessity and a policy and practice reality. The above examples, and the IMIA endorsement, show the importance and the availability of material, but much remains to get this bedded into standard curricula.

Recognition of the importance of including evaluation in informatics curricula has also come from the United States, where (as well as important input to the IMIA Recommendations), there are two influential initiatives. In 2004 the American College of Medical Informatics produced a report on “Training of the next generation of informaticians”, which included evaluation methods among the core skills necessary for informaticians and thus for inclusion in informatics curricula [41], while in 2009 evaluation of health information technology systems was also set as a core competency of the newly implemented U.S. clinical informatics medical subspecialty [42].

3.4 Inventory of Health IT Evaluation Studies

The IMIA and EFMI WGs provide and maintain the so-called Inventory of Health IT Evaluation Studies and Systematic Reviews, available for free at: http://evaldb.umit.at. This repository was created to help researchers to identify studies that have been conducted in defined settings. It now contains more than 1 700 references to published evaluation studies and reviews of evaluation studies of health information systems. A health information system in this context comprises all computer-based components that are used to enter, store, process, communicate, and present health related or patient related information, and which are used by health care professionals or the patient themselves in the context of inpatient or outpatient patient care. Each entry is indexed according to, among others, type of evaluated information system (e.g. telemedicine system, laboratory information system), clinical domain, evaluation method, and evaluation criteria. All entries are searchable based on a combination of parameters. For each entry, the abstract can be reviewed, and a direct link to PubMed is provided. The repository was initially based on a systematic literature search in PubMed conducted in 2003, and updated in 2006, 2009 and 2012. Since 2009, the repository is also updated based on input from researchers from all over the world. To support this, the repository website offers the possibility to propose studies that should be entered into the database.

Since 2010, between 150 and 200 individuals visit http://evaldb.umit.at at each month. Around 80% of the visitors use a direct bookmark to get to the site and around 10% are referred to it from other websites. This repository contributes to Evidence-based Health Informatics as it supports easy search and access to available evidence from health IT evaluation studies. It allows much more specific searches than, for example, the MeSH-terms in PubMed, and demonstrates the availability and feasibility of the scientific evidence base necessary for (and indicative of) a health science.

3.3 Training in Good Health IT Evaluation

The IMIA and EFMI WGs have organized health IT evaluation tutorials and workshops at several international conferences, to promote the idea of Evidence-based Health Informatics and to train for a systematic approach. Among others, workshops on STARE-HI and GEP-HI were organized at every MIE and Medinfo conference since 2003.
Besides this repository, the EFMI working group also maintains a bibliography on evaluation papers and books (http://iig. umit.at/efmi/). Recently the EFMI, IMIA and AMIA working groups have joined forces to maintain this resource. A group of volunteers from around the world has been formed to regularly add relevant books, guidelines and papers on evaluation methodologies and methods, and also exemplary papers demonstrating outstanding study design and reporting.

### 3.5 Meta-analysis in Health Informatics

In order to progress the stated objective of enabling …. evidence-based medicine, to make ‘a conscientious, explicit, and judicious use of current best evidence’ in making the decision of introducing and using IT in any given health care setting”, [16] the right decision-making material is needed. Then come the questions “what will it require to make meta-analyses for evaluation studies?” and “what is the decision about?”?

Meta-analyses and systematic reviews provide answers to different questions, or answers with different levels of certainty attached. The former has a quantitative nature while the latter has a qualitative (or quasi-quantitative) nature. When the question is like “Will CPOE reduce patients’ risks of adverse events resulting from medication errors?” then a meta-analysis would be appropriate, while a question that includes investigation of functional impact or satisfaction may benefit with a richer answer from a systematic review.

What will it require to make meta-analyses of evaluation studies? The short answer is: 1) comparability, and 2) insight into the methodological set-up that enables inclusion and exclusion of studies or parts thereof. Following GEP-HI and STARE-HI stringently – or just STARE-HI – will to a large extent pave the way and facilitate meta-analyses through enabling an informed decision whether or not to include a study. It will also enhance the understanding of comparability among studies.

Key information to secure comparability and to enable the merge of data required for statistical pooling and analysis of data are: case characteristics, system characteristics and user characteristics. For instance, depending on the question addressed one may be unable to pool data from a community clinic with those of a university clinic; or one may be unable to merge performance data for a chief physician with a registrar or a nurse. It depends on the question addressed and the type of case organisation and system. Comparability is not only limited to the context of implementation (the organisation) and user characteristics. In Health Informatics, information systems are a key independent variable, impacts of which are evaluated.

Key information to secure insight facilitating inclusion and exclusion criteria for studies, even when all other parameters are comparable, is concerned with the methodological set-up. This all roots in the risk of bias; see these in [39]. Meta-analyses may become skewed in the event that the involved cases suffer from systematic bias. For example, a single candidate case may suffer from carry-over-effects caused by the study set-up; and another may suffer from extra-workload when there is no compensation of time invested by clinical staff in the evaluation; and yet another may suffer from the ‘moving target’ problem caused by the level of system maturity (e.g. technical maturity, organisational maturity such as in terms of time, of clinical operation, or user courses).

The obstacles for meta-analyses within health informatics are: a) low number of candidate systems for a given system type like CPOEs (for ordering laboratory investigations and/or for clinical medication handling), b) low number of comparable cases, and c) the cultural variety across countries, medical specialties and even from hospital to hospital. In pharmaceutical trials, the prescribed procedural usage of a drug may to some extent be specified by the pharmaceutical company, and anyway has to adhere to the clinic’s normal procedures. In contrast, an IT-based system is deeply integrated into and interferes with the entire organisational set-up, down to minute aspects of the functions and responsibilities. The comparability may be alike for meta-analyses and systematic reviews, but it is easier verbally to moderate a statement for a qualitative analysis than to summarise such caveats in a statistical analysis or its graphical presentation. As for other evaluation questions, qualitative studies may in many respects replace – and answer – a quantitative study question and they are definitely less demanding. So, systematic reviews constitute a reasonable approach where meta-analysis is not achievable for one or another reason.

### 3.6 Usability of Health Informatics Applications

Usability is a fundamental dimension (attribute) of HIT products and systems that profoundly influences the impact of these products when they are put into use in clinical settings. Poor usability of HIT leads to “technology-induced errors” [43,44], also referred to as “use errors” [45,46] that compromise patient safety. It also diminishes the efficiency of the systems because they are difficult to use and difficult to learn how to use. Usability flaws of the systems are therefore one of the possible root causes for poor or negative impact of HIT.

For the last decade, the IMIA Working Group on Human Factors Engineering for Healthcare Informatics (HFE-HI) and the EFMI Working Group on Human and Organisational Factors of Medical Informatics (HOFMI) have collaborated with IMIA WG on Health Technology and Quality Assessment and EFMI WG on Assessment of Health Information Systems in their pursuit of evidence for Health informatics. Usability evaluations of HIT are part of the Human Factors Engineering (HFE) process [47,48], and are usually applied in the context of a Human CENTRED Design approach to HIT systems. Most usability evaluations aim at finding and fixing usability problems, and are therefore of formative nature.

The benefit of HFE methods to identify and prevent technology-induced errors is progressively being established [49,50]. As a consequence, a number of national and international initiatives and regulations for patient safety call for usability evaluation of HIT systems, especially those that would qualify as Medical Devices [50,51].

Seeking evidence for usability evaluation of HIT requires going one step further. As
illustrated in figure 1 (retrieved from [52]), it is necessary to scientifically establish the relationship between (1) usability/design principles of HIT applications; (2) usability flaws of the developed systems, which are assumed to result of violations of usability principles; (3) usage problems experienced by the users as a consequence of usability flaws; and (4) negative outcomes such as use errors or poor clinical performance resulting from the usage problems.

Proper evaluations and rigorous reports of evaluations of HIT are necessary to track back negative impact or outcomes of HIT to root cause usability flaws and violations of usability principles. Evaluations of impact unfortunately rarely incorporate sufficient qualitative analysis to allow inferring usage problems and properly characterizing them. Specific usability evaluations are necessary to link identified usage problems with particular usability flaws. However scientific reports of usability evaluations suffer from recurrent weaknesses and inconsistencies making their systematic exploitation to support usability-related evidence difficult [53]. Therefore the IMIA and EFMI Human Factors WG support an ongoing initiative to elaborate a framework based on international consensus to guide scientific reports of usability studies of Health IT [50]. There are obviously strong relationships between this targeted specific framework and the existing STARE-HI guidelines [21].

3.7 Indicators for Health Informatics Interventions

In many sectors of health care and health systems, indicators increasingly are seen as a way of monitoring progress and highlighting problems needing further study or action. In health informatics and eHealth, well defined indicators that are based on compatible data provide a practical method to learn from eHealth initiatives and to monitor eHealth status and progress [54]. To this end, there is a rapidly growing interest in developing eHealth indicators. To make sense of an abundance of different proposed indicators, a conceptual framework for grouping the items is needed.

The inventory of evaluation studies of information technology in health care conducted by the IMIA and EFMI WGs [25] provides a good, robust framework for grouping of foci of Health IT evaluation studies, with structural information, process and outcome measures. Though indicator development is a separate subject of research, the indicator taxonomy should reflect and be compatible with the taxonomy of evaluation studies, since indicator development relies on existing evidence on impacts of particular systems or their functionalities.

For the basis of the indicator work, the taxonomy of evaluation studies was further mapped against the most commonly used frameworks for grouping eHealth indicators as part of an Indicator workshop at MIE 2012 supported by the EFMI evaluation working group [56]. This mapping has since been updated based on a systematic review of impacts of EHR content structures in different countries [56]. The frameworks that have been covered in the mapping include an Information Systems Success Model, covering elements of the system, information, system use and benefits [57] and the Health Technology Assessment (HTA) evaluation domains, where outcome-indicators are most prominent [58]. A systematic analysis of concepts in these different frameworks from different scientific traditions is still needed for a more detailed, scientifically grounded, conceptual framework for grouping of eHealth indicators.

Another basis for the eHealth indicator work was laid by defining a comprehensive methodology to develop eHealth indicators. It has been published as a joint paper with the IMIA and EFMI WGs [59]. It includes four main phases:

1) Defining the context (human and environmental) for measurement with two primary components: key stakeholders and the relevant area or system.
2) Defining the goals.
3) Defining methods for indicator selection and categorization. Grouping of different variables found in various studies is one important part of this step.
4) Defining the data.
This methodology is compatible with general guidelines for health IT evaluation practice - the GEP-HI guidelines [23]. This is important, since the process of defining indicators, collecting data and reporting results (indicator-based monitoring of eHealth progress) bears great resemblance to conducting an evaluation study.

This indicator methodology is currently being tested in the Nordic eHealth indicator work [60]. The importance of following through all four steps has been revealed in the methodology testing: one of the main outcomes has been specification of the systems/services/functionalities for which indicators are developed, in order to provide comparable data of availability, use and impacts of these functionalities in different countries. Analysis of the Nordic eHealth policies has proven necessary to define common goals for which common indicators are developed, and linking indicator data to policy development. For this phase, a framework for grouping of indicators is essential. Testing of data collection has proven the importance of reliable and valid data, and challenges created by different formulations of the variables.

Indicator-based monitoring of eHealth progress generates one line of evidence towards EBHI, supported by more detailed evaluation studies. The decade of work and achievements by the eHealth evaluation community has been essential for the development of common eHealth indicators to be used by eHealth decision makers, developers and users. It is necessary to draw on these results also in the future indicator work to maintain a coherent evidence-base.

Human, Organisational and Technology HOT-fit

Yusof et al. [62] devised an evaluation framework which considers human, organisation and technology (HOT-fit) factors. The framework recognises interrelated dimensions of health informatics systems (HIS) success which influence each other and determine both benefits and satisfaction. Quality of aspects has a causal and well as outcome position. ‘Fit’ concerns the ability of HIS, stakeholders, and clinical practices to align with each other. However, in practice the classification of evaluation data reportedly affected the flow of the narrative of results, which suggests limitations to application in practice of the HOT-fit framework, which is further compounded by the fact that “the concept of fit is perceived as complex, abstract and subjective” [62]. This framework can be applied together with the GEP-HI guideline as it provides support for methodical choices within the overall design and execution of an evaluation study [GEP-HI].

AHRQ Evaluation Toolkit

For the United States Agency for Health Research and Quality (AHRQ)’s National Resource Center, an evaluation toolkit was developed to provide step-by-step guidance for developing evaluation plans for health information technology projects [63]. The toolkit assists evaluators to define the goals for evaluation, what is important to stakeholders, what needs to be measured to satisfy stakeholders, what is realistic and feasible to measure, and how to measure these items. Examples are presented with suggested evaluation methodologies for each. The toolkit is very useful from the methodological point of view, but it does not give guidelines for the evaluation project itself, how to manage it, how to carry out the project, or how to complete and report the study, and thus details only part of the GEP-HI coverage. Indeed, the two approaches should be seen as complementary.

Model for Assessment of Telemedicine (MAST)

The Model for Assessment of Telemedicine (MAST) framework is the result of a European Commission project, and was designed to be used where the purpose is to describe effectiveness and contribution to quality of care of telemedicine applications, and to produce a basis for decision making. Kiholm et al. suggest that “the aim is that clinical, administrative and political decision makers in hospital, communities, regions, government departments will use the model as a structure for the description of the outcomes of telemedicine and as an important basis for decisions on whether or not to implement telemedicine services in health care systems” [64].

MAST starts with a preceding analysis, then assesses the application against seven categories: Health Problem and characteristics of the application; Safety; Clinical effectiveness; Patient perspectives; Economic aspects; Organisational aspects; and Socio-cultural, ethical, legal aspects. Finally MAST seeks an assessment of the transferability of results. MAST does not consider the execution and management of an evaluation project, and focuses solely on telemedicine systems rather than health IT generally, and has only been devised in the context of local inter-active telemedicine applications. However, as it follows a HTA format, the process is familiar to stakeholders in the EU and to the health care industry.

Socio-Technical Approach – STAT-HI

Recognition that health informatics and e-health systems bring ICT into a complex health system of socio-dynamics rather than a static data setting has been emphasised by several analysts including Lorenzi et al. [65], Berg with several collaborators [66,67,68], and Ash et al. such as in [69]. To address this, a Socio-technical Assessment Tool STAT-HI has been postulated [33]. This claims compatibility with GEP-HI and STARE-HI, while focussing on the socio-technical aspects of systems and their implementation in the health care organisational environment.
Other Reporting Guidelines

Since the publication of STARE-HI, other reporting guidelines for specific types of evaluation studies or applications have been published. This includes, on the methodological side, the reporting of qualitative studies [70], and on applications side, the reporting of evaluation studies on health social media and m-health [71], and of a postulated framework for telemedicine evaluation [72]. Such specialized reporting guidelines are useful since they give additional guidance for specific kind of studies, yet without cross-linkage they have a potential to lead to fragmentation of the potential methods and evidence-bases. We expect more such guidelines to appear, for example for HFE evaluation studies, but hope for greater sector cohesion within these. This should result in a series of related guidelines for evaluation studies in health informatics which, when applied rigorously, will further facilitate systematic reviews and meta-analyses to build up the evidence base of health informatics.

Bellagio e-Health Evaluation

A new top-level objective for e-health evaluation has also been published in the form of the World Health Organisation’s Call to Action on Global eHealth Evaluation [73], primarily in the context of e-health systems for developing countries. This comprises nine high-level principles, which include an evidence-based culture, high quality evaluative data collection, and stakeholders engagement.

These principles emphasise the overall responsibility to ensure that eHealth solutions and policies are subjected to, and informed by, rigorous evaluations and that evaluation findings should be used and contribute to evidence generation, synthesis and documentation, including peer-reviewed articles [73]. The Bellagio principles do not guide how to plan, execute and report evaluation studies, for which methods such as GEP-HI and STARE-HI apply.

Ten Consistent Principles

Thus there has been considerable other work additional to the GEP-HI and STARE-HI products of the IMIA and EFMI groups, addressing specific contexts or aspects. Melia has analysed from a literature review of the major ones up to 2011 that ten core principles are constant from these as essentials for effectiveness in all evaluations [28]:

- Preliminary Planning
- Stakeholder Analysis
- Health issue and E-health application
- Safety
- Clinical Effectiveness
- User Experience
- Economic Aspects
- Organisational Aspects
- Ethical and Legal Issues
- Reporting

5 A Structured PubMed Search on Published Systematic Reviews

The PubMed search previously referred to in the Methods section comprised two queries (see Table 1). The results of both queries were combined and duplicates were eliminated. The titles and abstracts of the retrieved papers were then read by two researchers to identify systematic reviews on health IT. Inclusion and exclusion criteria were discussed and decided jointly by both researchers. Table 2 shows the inclusion and exclusion criteria used.
As described in section 2, a systematic PubMed query was conducted to identify system reviews on health IT. Query 1 retrieved 1,032 papers, while query 2 retrieved 2,124 papers. Once duplicates were eliminated, 1,092 unique references were found. Reading of title and abstract identified 236 reviews that met the inclusion and exclusion criteria and were thus identified as systematic reviews on health IT.

Figure 2 presents the number of systematic reviews published each year, in relation to all published papers with “medical informatics” as major MeSH Heading. This shows a steady growth in health informatics papers, but a surprising and sustained tailing off from 2008, even though interest in informatics applications has continued to develop, technological and service opportunities have grown, and e-health policies have strengthened in an increasing number of countries. The lag behind in systematic reviews is to be expected to reflect the build-up of literature. The continued growth with no sustained drop-off can be interpreted as fuelled by two factors – increased but more sophisticated policy interest, and strengthened desire to make best use of available evidence. What this simple study cannot determine is the quality of the published evaluations used in the 236 systematic reviews, nor the quality of the systematic reviews or the proportion that performs robust meta-analyses. Repeating the search on other bibliographic repositories might have yielded additional studies, but was not possible within the resources available.

This paper has focussed primarily on the work undertaken by the IMIA and EFMI working groups, and this has been concerted action enriched by regular iterations at international health informatics conferences. We have also reported on some of the stronger items in the wider literature on methods, the issues of particular application areas, and emergent issues. This has shown the strength of interest in this important field, but also the degree of fragmentation, failure to cross-reference published material and indeed recognised principles, or linkage to established evaluation and reference frameworks.

This report is inevitably a somewhat limited and biased snapshot. There is almost certainly other important evaluation activity, which is not reported, or which has not come up in our searches (which are largely restricted to English language sources). Similarly, some publications in the policy, economic and sociological literature may have eluded us. Finally, many evaluations (of various scientific rigour according to the standards promoted here) and other literature may remain within the grey literature, and in internal organisational and vendor settings. But in turn, this limitation highlights the importance of a more mature sharing of knowledge – including, importantly, learning from adverse or disappointing outcomes – so as to further the maturity and richness of the science of EBHI. This is necessary since to enable operational level and indeed national policy makers to more easily and confidently access and interpret the literature without ambiguity or uncertainty, greater cohesion is needed.

The forthcoming anticipated collaboration between WHO and IMIA [1], and the move to stronger links between work in IMIA, EFMI, and the American Medical Informatics Association (AMIA) through their working groups on evaluation of health informatics applications, are very significant and welcome next steps. At the same time, the lack of engagement with the policy making community, particularly at national level, is of great concern, and hopefully the WHO initiatives will blaze a trail in this direction. Another difficulty is that of obtaining funding for evaluation or for systematic reviews, with an over-riding emphasis on building and installing systems rather than learning from experience as to how to design and implement health informatics systems more effectively and safely.

Meanwhile, the barriers to evaluation and to an evidence-based approach must be understood if they are to be addressed. They include cost and opportunity cost, organisations’ and professionals’ sensitivities about their practice, policy makers’ concerns about exposing their HIT investment decisions (which may have been forward-looking and courageous), and practical and technical difficulties [13]. However, the difficulties are being overcome and the maturity of experience should ensure a demand for widespread application, while the volume of material is becoming sufficient for meta-analyses to become feasible in some fields.
Applying an Evidence-based Approach in Health Informatics Policy

The creation and application of an evidence-based approach is part of a continuum. Policy, including organisational investment plans, should be evidence-based, but that requires access to relevant evidence which until now has been difficult due to lack of systematic creation and availability of impartial evidence. However, even when the evidence does become available, that does not guarantee that it will result in effective use. As has been put forward in an earlier IMIA Yearbook, the creation of evidence-based policy in any field in healthcare is far more elusive than it ought to be [2]. It was in 1995 that an editorial in the British Medical Journal asked: “... at a time when ministers are arguing that medicine should be evidence based, is it not reasonable to suggest that this should also apply to health policy?”[74]. In health policy generally this concept has only moved forward slowly. A modest but sound literature on this has built up; see for instance [75,76], but far from all health policies are evidence-based. Regrettably this is particularly the case in health informatics (or e-Health) policy, where belief, aspiration, and the apparent need to be seen to be progressive seem equally influential. Similarly, there is limited objectivity in many investment decisions, where vendor promises of products yet to be finalised, and imperfect fits to imperfect tender specifications, often prevail.

Hitherto the lack of scientific evidence to support evidence-based policy in health informatics has been a reasonable excuse, but these days should now be ending, while investment in evidence generation through evaluation should be seen as cost-effective. However, with the increasing availability of evidence and the means of obtaining it, whenever health informatics investment is proposed (not least in the context of policies towards ‘e-health’), it should be considered irresponsible to proceed without evidence that the new approach will operate without failure or unanticipated adverse effects. And as has been shown, detrimental effects up to and including patient deaths can occur [7], as can organisational inefficiencies, and staff having to use ‘work-arounds’ to avoid functional problems. Yet, unlike patients or clinicians, those who promote or implement new health informatics policies put neither their lives nor their livelihoods directly at risk, so they should be expected to make evidence-based policy and investment decisions as part of ethical decision-making.

Future Needs and Trends in Health Informatics Evaluation and Evidence

However, health informatics systems and applications are not static, and neither is the underpinning technical and software engineering science. So, further work on evidence creation continues to be necessary.

On the one hand, this relates to the need to consider new application areas, such as new web technologies, social media, integrated monitoring and cross-border and fully virtual care [2, 27]. The second area involves the need to increase the understanding in management and policy circles, not least because of the emergent and welcome focus on policies to create smarter ICT-reliant health system [77]. Thirdly, there needs to be further discussion on regulatory and control mechanisms, weight of evidence (possibly related to seriousness of risk, as with the CE-marking system), and related mechanisms such as trusted third party incident reporting mechanisms. Finally, societal (and professional) expectations of health care systems overall are rising in the light of increased consumer awareness, needing development of evaluation methods and criteria, not least in usability and in governance.

The current mechanisms within IMIA and its members and regional groups, and the current WHO initiatives, can form important springboards for this. But greater openness and discussion, within health informatics, and then with the policy and patient communities, are needed.

7 Conclusion

The central importance of health informatics as a tool – indeed a unifying mechanism – within health care is now globally self-evident. Health informatics is science-based, yet hitherto it has afforded itself (and has been allowed) the luxury of not having to apply the rigorous scrutiny required for other health sciences. This now has to stop, and GEP-HI and STARE-HI in particular provide the guidelines for a first step.

Health informatics applications can be, and usually are, beneficial. Often, they could be more beneficial if they were better understood at the application level and location. But on occasions, health informatics can be, and has been shown to be, wasteful, harmful, and even fatal [7].

This luxury of low accountability, and excessive trust in promises, is outdated and dangerous; it is also damaging credibility and thus jeopardising the potential benefits. It portrays health informatics as an immature discipline, not yet being a full health science, and as not applying either health or business ethics. This must cease. Evidence-based Health Informatics is feasible and achievable, and should become the norm and the expectation. The methods are here, and need promoting along with a continuing development programme to keep pace with application development and rightful societal expectations.
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